
Introducing Jimmy Walker

Ski Relay Champion

Single and Double Ski Champion

New South Wales SLSA Team Coach

New South Wales Institute of Sport Coach

1996 Olympic K4 Final



So How did Jimmy Walker Started in Ski Paddling?  From Junior  to  Ski 
Paddler to Kayak How did that all happen?

You have had a variety of Coaches along the way. 
All different styles. 

Now you are coaching………….What’s your style ? 



And K4 at Olympics  what an experience 



We see ski paddlers stay in the sport for a long time. 
Why do think they stay paddling more than in other 

aspects of Surf Sports ?

Double Skis ?  You see a lot of clubs not bringing along 
double skis to carnivals. Where do you see the benefits 

of double skis?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7_rCJOdWF0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtPxsGvg5zg

Gong d.ski

Jimmy Double

What benefits do you see for clubs in having ski paddlers 
stay in the sport?



We have a few clubs here that don’t know where to 
begin, What’s your advice ?



What age do think ski paddlers should start and why?



Bondi can be a tough beach some days to get off the 
beach. As a coach what are your best techniques 

on those days to get them going.

North Bondi does a bit of travelling with your ski paddlers.
What are some of the benefits of getting away from 

home.



Apart from our most unfortunate incident on a ski being Bird, 
and with your thousands of hours of coaching, training and 
racing, what kind of injury in racing have you seen in your      

many years of paddling ?

Some young kids (and parents) getting on skis get a bit nervous about injury. 



Biggest wave you have caught on ski ?

Give a run down of  “Your” most memorable Ski Race ?

Sum it up for us Jimmy, Why should  we be paddling Skis?  
Sport for Life?
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